Most active noise control (ANC) algorithms require the identification of the secondary path, thus suffer from large complexity, increased residual noise power and algorithm divergence. In this paper, we propose a novel ANC algorithm without secondary path identification based on Kalman filter, referred to as Model Error Compensatory Kalman Filter (MECKF). The ANC problem is described in discrete-time state-space form first, then the dynamics of the primary path can be attributed to the state variables. Kalman filter is applied to estimate the weights using residual noise sequence. Furthermore, based on acoustics properties and stochastic theory, we introduce a model error compensating mechanism by shifting the influence of the unknown secondary path into variance of measurement matrix. In addition, a new method of estimating the statistical properties of the noise in dynamic model is given in the context of ANC system, with merits of reduced computational complexity, increased convergence rate, and ensured real-time.
Introduction
Active noise control (ANC) works on the principle of destructive interference between the sound fields generated by original "primary" sound source and that by other "secondary" sources, which has become an important area in noise control research, due to its effectiveness in low-frequency noise cancellation. Adaptive ANC has been well-established with the development of adaptive signal processing, it is essential that adaptive ANC algorithm--filtered-x algorithm requires identification of the secondary path. Most linear ANC system use the Least Mean Square (LMS) [1] algorithm due to its simplicity. To overcome the
Algorithm principle and implication
It is critical in ANC algorithm without secondary path identification to estimate controller weight and compensate the unknown secondary path influence.
State-space form of ANC system
The general block diagram of feedforward ANC problem is shown in Let the reference signal vector ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Where, ( ) S n represents the secondary path in discrete-time domain. Define ( ) ( ) ( )
Where, * represents convolution. According to the state-space model of discrete linear dynamic system in control theory, (2) is the state equation of ANC system, (4) is the measurement equation. Thus, we can update weights by using state estimation solution.
Kalman filter weight estimation
Since the Kalman filter provides a minimum variance estimate of the state based on minimum mean square error, with fast convergence and high performance in both stationary and non-stationary environment, we use this filter to estimate ( ) n w . We modeled secondary path as FIR filter with coefficients as
Assuming ( ) 1 n v to be a zero-mean white noise, weight updating becomes
Then (4) becomes
Where
Based on the definitions in state-space, (2) and (7) are rewritten as
Where, ( ) 
Where,
( )
1 n Q is L×L system noise variance matrix, 
Filter state-error and its covariance are defined as
Prediction state-error and its covariance as
is the residual noise of ANC system. According to the projection theory, ( )
is the projection of ( ) n w on a finite dimensional Hilbert space composed of
, thus can be given in form of a linear combination of ( )
Based on the orthogonality of ( ) e n , we have
Where, ( ) n G represents the Kalman gain. Utilizing (9) and (10) we can write residual noise as
Prediction state-error covariance as
Then the cost function of ANC system becomes
from which we know that minimizing J and ANC J are equal. Now using (14), (18) and (20), we get the relation between ( )
According to the minimum principle of matrix
The solution of ( )
The Kalman filter in prediction form is 
Implement of ANC algorithm without secondary path identification
The measurement sensitivity matrix is filtered reference signal includes secondary path model in both measurement equation (10) 
, n σ is L order nonnegative definite matrix.
We recast the measurement equation with random fluctuation as a linear dynamic system with determined measurement matrix 
Now we proof that (30) and (31) are in accordance with standard Kalman filter request:
i) It is easy to know
ii) Noted that 0 w and
we have
iii) As for n l ∀ ≠ , because of the linear relations between ( ) i w and
w r r w r w w r r w w r 
Determination of the model noise
The conventional Kalman filter assumes that the statistical properties of the noise in dynamic model and observation system are exactly known, but the noise in integrated system is uncertain. One classical way to estimate noises
and their statistical properties
, is the Saga-Husa (S-H) maximum a posterior (MAP) estimator with high complexity and large computation. Here, analyzing the ANC system model, we introduce a simple and effect method to estimate ( )
Now, the measurement updating of Kalman filter is similar to that of the S-H method, by using MAP we can prove the unbiasedness of (39). As for ( ) 1 n Q , we refer to S-H MAP, system noise is unbiased estimated by
Noted that state approaches its optimal value iteratively from initial value, state estimation errors decrease step by step till Kalman filter converges and fluctuate around a steady-state value ( ) 1 n v . So, the estimation (40) by using state estimation errors from 1 = n contains the biggest estimation error at the beginning, inevitably increasing ( ) 1 n v estimation error. Thus, a more appropriate way to estimate ( ) 1 n v is by using the latest state estimation as
and ( ) ( )
The statistical property of ( )
yet apparently violates the underlying assumption of Kalman filter that ( ) 
Thus, the diagonal and non-negative definite characteristics of ( ) 1 n Q can be guaranteed, which reduces the amount of computation at the same time.
The advantages over S-H method given by proposed estimation (39) and (43) lay on: first, a lower computational complexity; second, avoiding subtraction in ( ) 
Algorithm analysis
In this section, we investigate computational complexity, convergence rate and the noise control effect of the proposed Model Error Compensatory Kalman Filter (MECKF) algorithm, compared with Direction Search Least Mean Square(DSLMS) algorithm [8] which has a high performance.
Effect of measurement fluctuation
The error of measurement matrix is . There are two useful notification we should make: First, ( ) r n  would be large due to a large value of delay S k , that is to say a long distance between secondary sensor and cancellation point, also cause the algorithm to diverge. As to the situation ( ) r n is a periodic signal, the residual noise would be minimized with S k being an integral multiple of the period.
Second, λ yields a exponential forgetting effect on ( ) r n  . Thus the algorithm will perform better with secondary path approximate to ( ) ( )
require a small side lobe of the ( ) S n impulse response, and narrow pass band.
Computational complexity
Define an iteration does not include the parameter initialization stage, our comparison uses the number of real multiplications and additions per iteration for MECKF and DSLMS algorithms in Tab.1. Note that one iteration of DSLMS defined as from direction searching stage to performance monitoring stage, and N is the number of sample. From Tab.1, given the same ANC controller length M, although, the computation complexity of MECKF is larger than that of DSLMS, this can be compromised by a faster convergence rate of MECKF compared with DSLMS, thus ensures real-time, also today DSPs can easily satisfy the computation demand.
Besides, M can be very small for MECKF with a good performance 0, while in DSLMS, M is inversely proportional to the upper bound of step size, and with µ decreasing by an order of magnitude, convergence rate decreased more than one order of magnitude, yet increasing µ for accelerating will increase the mean square residual noise, so M needs to balance convergence rate and noise reduction.
Tab.1 Computation complexity of MECKF and DSLMS Algorithm Multiplications for one iteration Additions for one iteration MECKF
Conclusions
This paper deals with the design and implement of an MECKF algorithm in ANC without secondary path identification.
1) The MECKF algorithm's step size can be adapted with reference signal, state estimation error and residual noise, hence have increased convergence rate to ensure real-time.
2) The MECKF algorithm decreased the influence of the secondary path, reduced the RNP.
3) The MECKF algorithm avoided divergence in phase 90° of secondary path because of the transfer matrix but improved control performance.
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